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About us...

HDC Scopes, a part of HDC International, are the world’s 
largest manufacturer and supplier of coin operated and non 
coin operated telescopes and binoculars.

We offer over 130 different telescopes and binocular models We offer over 130 different telescopes and binocular models 
in a variety of magnification, post and base options in 3 key 
ranges: SC, DF and HS.  

All our ‘scopes’ are hand built to order high by our skilled 
optical engineers at our factories in the USA, Canada and 
Taiwan, and shipped direct to the customer anywhere in the 
world.

Our scopes are installed in some of the worlds best known Our scopes are installed in some of the worlds best known 
visitor attractions, theme parks, zoos, national parks, nature 
reserves, hotels, airports, skyscrapers, and can be found in 
over 80 countries around the globe.

Our customers choose our range of scopes because of the 
high performance optics, elegant style, robust design and 
remarkable record of durability and reliability.
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Our DF range of scopes are manufactured at our factory in Taiwan. They are built 
to last out of high quality aluminum alloy which is sealed against corrosion.  

The internal components are made of high-grade materials such as brass and 
stainless steel. The optics are precision ground lenses with prisms that are hard 
coated and protected by tamper-proof optically flat surfaces.  

All our scopes come with a 3-year warranty, however with minimum maintenance, 
our viewers are built to last indefinitely.  

To meet special installation requirements or to maintain architectural harmony, To meet special installation requirements or to maintain architectural harmony, 
we can supply free standing units with full weighted bases together with full or half 
steps, custom mounting tailor made to fit your requirements and wheelchair 
accessible single and dual-head bases. 

Installation is simple and does not require any special tools. The viewer head arrives 
in a carton ready to bolt to the base which is then bolted to the ground or floor.  
Once installed the viewer is ready for operation.

Whichever HDC DF scope you choose, you can be assured that you have selected Whichever HDC DF scope you choose, you can be assured that you have selected 
the finest optics available.

Commitment to Quality
The HDC DF range of coin and non coin operated telescopes and 
binoculars are designed and built to spend years and years outdoors, 
subject to extremes of temperature, adverse weather conditions and 
public abuse!
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KEY FEATURES
-   Lightweight, all aluminum construction
-  Optical design lenses with multi layers of anti-glare coating 
-  Dust resistant protective glass
-   Weatherproof and suitable for indoor and outdoor use
-   High grade cast-alloy body
- -   Set to accept most coins in current circulation
-   Shutter timer: 1.5 to 3 minutes
-   Mechanism runs on X4 AA batteries
-   12“ high standing ring
-   Easy installation
-  5-year warranty
-  Worldwide shipping

SPECIFICATIONSPECIFICATION
-  CB10 - X10 Magnification
-   CB20 - X20 Magnification
-   Manual focus
-   Field of View: CB10 400 feet at 1000 yds
-   Field of View: CB20 120 feet at 1000 yds
-   CB10 - 50mm objective lens
- -   CB20 - 60mm objective lens
-   285º rotation (can be modified on request)
-  +/- 30º elivation
-   Overall height: 5” 2” / 1615mm
-   Eye height: 5” / 1524mm
-  Weight: 120lbs / 54.5kg
-  Standard colours textured black with silver head and silver with silver head  
    (other coilours available on request at an additional cost)
-  Head: painted fade, peel and chip resistant coating
-  Post: powder coated aluminum coating in silver or black

HS-CB10 & HS-CB20
X10 & X20 Coin Operated Binoculars



KEY FEATURES
-  Optical design lenses with multi layers of anti-glare coating 
-  Dust resistant protective glass
-   Weatherproof and suitable for indoor and outdoor use
-   High grade cast-alloy body
-   Set to accept most coins in current circulation
- -   Shutter timer: 1.5 to 3 minutes
-   Mechanism runs on X4 AA batteries
-   12“ high standing ring
-   Easy installation
-  5-year warranty
-  Worldwide shipping

SPECIFICATION
--  CT20 - X20 Magnification
-   CT35 - X35 Magnification
-   Manual focus
-   Field of View: CT20 110 feet at 1000 yds
-   Field of View: CT35 90 feet at 1000 yds
-   CT20 - 60mm objective lens
-   CT35 - 60mm objective lens
- -   285º rotation (can be modified on request)
-  +/- 30º elivation
-   Overall height: 5” 2” / 1615mm
-   Eye height: 5” / 1524mm
-  Weight: 120lbs / 54.5kg
-  Standard colours textured black with silver head and silver with silver head  
  (other coilours available on request at an additional cost)
--  Head: painted fade, peel and chip resistant coating
-  Post: powder coated aluminum coating in silver or black

HS-CT20 & HS-CT35
X20 & X35 Coin Operated Telescopes



KEY FEATURES
-   Lightweight, all aluminum construction
-  Optical design lenses with multi layers of anti-glare coating 
-  Dust resistant protective glass
-   Weatherproof and suitable for indoor and outdoor use
-   High grade cast-alloy body
- -   12“ high standing ring
-   Easy installation
-  5-year warranty
-  Worldwide shipping

SPECIFICATION
-  CB10 - X10 Magnification
-   CB20 - X20 Magnification
- -   Manual focus
-   Field of View: CB10 400 feet at 1000 yds
-   Field of View: CB20 120 feet at 1000 yds
-   CB10 - 50mm objective lens
-   CB20 - 60mm objective lens
-   285º rotation (can be modified on request)
-  +/- 30º elivation
- -   Overall height: 5” 2” / 1615mm
-   Eye height: 5” / 1524mm
-  Weight: 120lbs / 54.5kg
-  Standard colours textured black with silver head and silver with silver head  
  (other coilours available on request at an additional cost)
-  Head: painted fade, peel and chip resistant coating
-  Post: powder coated aluminum coating in silver or black

HS-NB10 & HS-NB20
X10 & X20 Non Coin Operated Binoculars
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KEY FEATURES
-  Optical design lenses with multi layers of anti-glare coating 
-  Dust resistant protective glass
-   Weatherproof and suitable for indoor and outdoor use
-   High grade cast-alloy body
-   12“ high standing ring
- -   Easy installation
-  5-year warranty
-  Worldwide shipping

SPECIFICATION
-  NT20 - X20 Magnification
-   NT35 - X35 Magnification
-   Manual focus
- -   Field of View: NT20 110 feet at 1000 yds
-   Field of View: NT35 90 feet at 1000 yds
-   NT20 - 60mm objective lens
-   NT35 - 60mm objective lens
-   285º rotation (can be modified on request)
-  +/- 30º elivation
-   Overall height: 5” 2” / 1615mm
- -   Eye height: 5” / 1524mm
-  Weight: 120lbs / 54.5kg
-  Standard colours textured black with silver head and silver with silver head  
  (other colours available on request at an additional cost)
-  Head: painted fade, peel and chip resistant coating
-  Post: powder coated aluminum coating in silver or black

HS-NT20 & HS-NT35
X20 & X35 Non Coin Operated Telescopes



KEY FEATURES
-   Designed for home use
-   Lightweight, all aluminum construction
-  4” Fluted column
-  X20 magnification
-  Optical design lenses with multi layers of anti-glare coating 
-     Dust resistant protective glass-     Dust resistant protective glass
-   Weatherproof and suitable for indoor and outdoor use
-   High grade cast-alloy body
-   Fitted with mini-base 
-   Easy installation
-  5-year warranty
-  Worldwide shipping

SPECIFICATIONSPECIFICATION
-  X20 magnification
-   Manual focus
-   Binocular, wide-angle viewing - 120 feet at 1000 yards
-   60mm objective lens
-   360º rotation (can be modified on request)
-  +/- 30º elivation
- -   Overall height: 5” 3” / 1615mm
-   Eye height: 5” / 1524mm
-  Weight: 70lbs / 31.75kg
-  Standard colours textured black with silver head and silver 
  with silver head  (other coilours available on request at an 
  additional cost)
-  Head: painted fade, peel and chip resistant coating
--  Post: powder coated aluminum coating in silver or black

HS -VIS20
Domestic / Home Use Binoculars
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Shipping...
We ship anywhere and everywhere!  

Our HS range of scopes are hand built to order and DAP shipped direct from our factory in 
Canada.  Shipping is normally 4 weeks from payment unless you have ordered a special 
option, modification or bespoke powder-coat finish.

Depending on your location, generally the cheapest way to ship is direct to the DHL, UPS, 
TNT or FedEx depot your nearest freight handling airport and you pick up there. 

Alternatively we can ship door to door, however to get a shipping price for you, we will need 
to know:

    -  Which scope you are ordering 
  -  Which optional extras you are ordering 
    -   Contact name for deliveries 
  -   Delivery postal address 
  -  Delivery contact telephone number 

Depending on your location additional taxes or import duty may apply. 

WHAT NEXT...

Once you finalize exactly what you want and where you want it delivered we can prepare a Once you finalize exactly what you want and where you want it delivered we can prepare a 
full quote for you.  

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact us - we are here to help!
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